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Abstract 
We have developed a system for online forecasting of floods in urban catchments based on 
coupled 1D-2D hydraulic simulations using rainfall forecasts from numerical weather prediction 
as input. For approximately one year, this system has been tested in online operation in three full-
scale catchments in the Copenhagen area. On an hourly basis, it supports operators with 
simulation-based information about local flood risk as well as the current status of the sewer 
network.  
The setup illustrates that it is possible to operate online systems based on hydraulic simulations 
with physically based models. Acceptable simulation times were achieved through the application 
of a multi-grid 2D modelling setup and by reducing the complexity of the 2D surface model. 
Forecast results are best for short forecast horizons, while result quality declines for longer 
horizons. Current developments focus on improving the reliability of online data connections and 
on improving the accuracy of rainfall forecasts. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Multiple heavy rainfall events with rainfall amounts >100mm/24hours have struck the region of 
Copenhagen in 2010, 2011 and 2014. These events resulted in significant political attention on the 
issue of flooding and new developments towards “climate proofing” the city. These focus on the 
implementation of structural measures for storm water storage and improved drainage towards the 
harbour, as well as the management of storm water on the surface (The City of Copenhagen, 2011, 
2012). In addition to such measures, a project group consisting of Krüger A/S, the Danish 
Meteorological Institute (DMI) and the utility companies HOFOR,BIOFOS and Nordvand decided 
to develop an early warning system for urban flooding to support the deployment of standby and 
emergency services, and ultimately to inform citizens (Brødbæk et al., 2015). 
 
The need for such systems is recognized by professionals (Falconer et al., 2009) and recent 
implementations of urban flood warning systems can be found in other locations. Henonin et al. 
(2013) provide an overview and classify the systems into 1) setups that are solely based on a review 
of historical events and key people knowledge and typically rely on a rainfall record or forecast 
(Priest et al. (2011) discuss these in a British context), 2) setups where flood risk is identified based 
on historical hydraulic simulations and a rainfall forecast (Einfalt et al., 2014) and 3) setups where 
rainfall forecasts are used as input for online hydraulic simulations (Rodríguez et al., 2014).  
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Warning systems based on the combination of weather forecasts and hydraulic simulations are 
expected to yield the most accurate flood forecasts and are easiest to adapt if the urban water 
infrastructure changes. However, they also pose significant challenges in terms of simulation times 
and robustness of the simulations. In particular, the application of 1D-2D hydraulic models, which 
are widely used in design studies, is a subject of on-going research (Henonin et al. (2013)). 
 
For SURFF, it was decided to base the flood forecast on hydraulic real-time simulations using a 1D-
2D model and numerical weather predictions (NWP). A new weather model was developed by DMI 
for this purpose, which assimilates precipitation measured by weather radars into the NWP. The 
setup is described in Korsholm et al. (2015). The purpose of the present article is to document the 
implementation of the simulation-based warning system in a real-world setting and to report 
experiences from approximately one year of test operation online. 

METHODOLOGY 
General Setup 
The SURFF (Surface Flood Forecast) System is structured as a number of modules that are 
implemented around the Krüger STAR® framework, which provides storage and quality control of 
time series data, activates the hydraulic simulation module, and sends alerts to the users (Figure 1). 
Rain gauge and in-sewer measurements, as well as measurements of model boundaries (such as sea 
level) are obtained from the SCADA system of the involved utility, while numerical weather 
forecasts are obtained from a FTP server at DMI.  
 

 
Figure 1. General setup of the SURFF real-time flood warning system.  

The core of SURFF is the simulation module which was developed in Python. This module 
executes coupled 1D-2D hydraulic simulations in MIKE FLOOD based on rainfall and boundary 
input obtained from the SCADA system and the numerical weather forecast. As new NWP are 
provided every hour, the simulation module is activated by the STAR® server on an hourly basis. 
The simulation module is structured into 2 phases: 
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• In the hotstart phase, marked green in Figure 1, the most recent rain gauge and model boundary 
observations are extracted from the STAR® database and converted into formats readable by 
MIKE FLOOD. Then, a coupled 1D-2D hydraulic simulation is performed, starting at the end 
time T-60min of the hotstart simulation performed in the previous hour and ending at the last 
time point where rain gauge and boundary observations are available, i.e. the time point T when 
STAR® activated the simulation module. The hotstart simulation is initiated with results of the 
hotstart simulation performed in the previous hour and generates hotstart files for both, 1D and 
2D simulation, which become the starting point for the successive hotstart simulation from T  to 
T +60min one hour later.  
Performing hotstart simulations using high quality rain gauge input is an easy means to keep the 
states of the hydraulic 1D and 2D model sufficiently similar to reality and thus to provide a 
good starting point for the subsequent warning (forecast) simulations. In the future, this 
approach may be complemented by data assimilation routines which are still the topic of on-
going research (Borup et al., 2015). 

• During the warning phase, a MIKE FLOOD simulation is for six hours into the future. It is 
initialized from the results of the hotstart simulation and uses rainfall input obtained from the 
numerical weather prediction. If the MIKE FLOOD simulation in this phase suggests flooding, 
a warning is issued and sent to the users by email and SMS. 

 
The 1D simulation results from both, hotstart and warning simulation, are saved in the STAR® 
database at selected locations, so they can be compared to measurements from the drainage system. 
This allows for an evaluation of historical simulation results and continuous improvement of the 
model. In addition, operators receive simulation-based information about the current status of the 
system through the web-interface and can assess the current accuracy of the hydraulic simulations. 
 
The surface water depth results simulated in the warning phase are extracted in a post-processing 
step and converted into georeferenced images. These images are overlaid on a Google Earth map 
and presented to the users as video on the web interface. The interface also provides an option to 
display the rain intensities forecasted by the NWP for the considered region. 
 
Robustness is an important factor for any warning system operating online. Key issues to consider 
are the failure of sensors, loss of data connections and failures of the simulation models. To track 
such problems, SURFF creates status logfiles where the successful completion of key steps such as 
data download, hotstart simulation or result upload to the webserver are marked together with errors 
that may have occurred. An independent “Systemcheck” program (Figure 1) monitors these files 
and commits the monitoring results to the STAR® server. If failures occur, automated alerts are 
sent to the operators. In parallel, the current operational status of the system is published on the web 
interface (Figure 2). 
 
In addition to monitoring the status of the warning system, routines were implemented to handle 
problems that frequently occur during the simulation phase. Failures during data transfer can mostly 
be addressed by reattempting the transfer. If input data required for the hotstart simulation are not 
available for the current time step, SURFF will attempt to replace the missing data by other 
observations, use default values or, in the case of severe data failures, initialize the warning 
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simulation from a dry weather state. If no numerical weather forecast is provided, the warning 
simulation cannot be performed.  
 

 
Figure 2. Overview of the current operational status on the SURFF web interface. 
 
Numerical failures of the simulation model during the hotstart phase need to be handled as they 
provide the starting point for the warning simulation as well as the hotstart simulation in the 
following time step. If a crash of the model occurs, the hotstart files are discarded and the 
simulation is reattempted considering the last six hours as simulation period to reinitialize the 
hydraulic model states. If the hotstart simulation still fails, SURFF attempts to perform a warning 
simulation initialized from a dry weather state and to reinitialize the hotstart simulation one hour 
later. 
 
Hydraulic Model Setup 
The SURFF product issues flood warnings based on coupled 1D-2D hydraulic simulations. Main 
concerns regarding such a setup are the simulation accuracy, the time required for the execution of 
simulations and the stability of the numerical model. While approaches for handling numerical 
model failures are described in the previous section, here the aspects of model validation and 
simulation times are detailed. 
 
As coupled 1D-2D hydraulic models are widely applied for the design of urban drainage systems in 
Denmark, high quality simulation models could be obtained for all 3 catchments where SURFF was 
implemented so far. After the models were provided by the utility companies, they were validated 
by comparing water levels and flows in the sewer network from the 1D simulation against 
observations for a number of heavy rain events. Minor problems in the description of the sewer 
network were fixed in this process, while a calibration of impervious areas and runoff parameters 
was not necessary. 
 
The 2D surface simulation model is the most computationally demanding part of the simulation 
setup. The simulation time can be reduced by increasing the grid size of the DEM, by excluding 
areas that are not at risk of flooding from the simulation, by describing the terrain using a flexible 
mesh with lower resolution for areas of lower interest and by applying parallelisation. Simulating 
surface flooding with a raster based approach is the state of the art in Denmark and we have applied 
this approach in SURFF. Areas that are not at risk of flooding were excluded from the model. We 
compared simulation results for different grid cell sizes from 1.6 to 15 m for an extreme rain event 
and found that cell sizes of 4 to 6 m provided sufficient accuracy for a warning system with 
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simulation times suitable for online application. To be able to consider full-scale catchment areas, 
we applied the multi-grid approach described by Henonin et al. (2015) with grid cell sizes of 16 and 
4 m. Results of the coupled 1D-2D simulation model were validated against videos from historical 
rain events published on YOUTUBE. This approach is illustrated in the Results section. 

CATCHMENTS AND DATA 
To date, SURFF is implemented as a flood warning tool in 3 catchments in the Copenhagen area 
(central Copenhagen, Gentofte municipality and Albertslund / Glostrup municipalities). In this 
article, we focus on the implementation in central Copenhagen which is depicted in Figure 3. 

 
Figure 3. Catchment area for the SURFF implementation in central Copenhagen together with main 
sewer pipes, area considered in coupled 1D-2D simulations, location of rain gauges, and sensors 
considered for result evaluation in this article. 
Central Copenhagen is part of the catchment of the wastewater treatment plant Lynetten with a total 
catchment area of 76 km2. The 1D part of the hydraulic model includes the whole catchment area, 
while 2D surface flow simulations are only performed for the city centre with an extent of 
approximately 22km2. The potential overflow from the sewer network into the harbour depends 
significantly on the sea level. Current sea level measurements are therefore considered as a 
boundary condition in the 1D simulation model. During the warning phase of the simulation 
module, the sea level observed at simulation start is used as a constant value. 
 
Rainfall forecasts are provided by DMI for the region of Copenhagen over an area of approximately 
35x35km. The rainfall forecasts have a spatial resolution of 3.3x3.3km and a temporal resolution of 
10 minutes. Forecasts are provided every hour over a forecast horizon of 6 hours. Rainfall forecasts 
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are used as input to the hydraulic model in the form of pixel values, assigning each subcatchment to 
the nearest pixel.  
Rainfall measurements from 5 rain gauges belonging to the Danish SVK system are available 
online through the SCADA system of the utility company HOFOR with a temporal resolution of 2 
minutes. These measurements are spatially interpolated to the same grid as the rainfall forecasts 
using an inverse distance weighting and input to the hydraulic model during the hotstart phase.  
 
Several in-sewer measurements are available in the catchment. To evaluate the quality of in-sewer 
forecasts in this article, the sensors marked in Figure 3 were considered. The sensors at Kalvebod 
(level) and Strandgade (flow) receive inflows from relatively large subcatchments of 1500 and 
900 ha, respectively. The level sensor at VVG, on the other hand, receives inflows from a small 
inner city catchment of 60ha with very high imperviousness. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Model Validation 
To check the validity of the results provided by the 1D-2D hydraulic model, in-sewer simulation 
results based on rain gauge input were compared against level and flow measurements from 10 
stations in the catchment for 4 rain events with rainfall sums between 23 and 50 mm and maximal 
rainfall intensities between 12 and 165 mm/h. The model simulations matched the observations well 
(Brodbæk et al., 2015).  
 

 
Figure 4. Comparing observed and simulated water depth in central Copenhagen on July 2nd, 2011. 
Subsequently, the simulated surface water depth was compared against YOUTUBE videos from the 
extreme event on 2/07/2011 at 12 locations in the city centre (Brodbæk et al., 2015). We found that 
images and videos of flooding were available for numerous locations spread around the city. 
Reference objects such as cars provided the possibility to estimate approximate water depths. While 
the validation of surface flood simulations is commonly considered difficult, this approach allowed 
for a systematic evaluation during extreme events and we could demonstrate a good match between 
model and reality. An example is given in Figure 4.  
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Forecast Quality 
After approximately one year of online operation, it is difficult to assess the quality of flood 
forecasts provided by the system. This is both, due to the lack of extreme events which make it 
impossible to perform statistical evaluations and because it is difficult to obtain reports of minor 
flooding. It is clear, that the forecasted rainfall input has a strong influence on the model forecasts.  
 

 
Figure 5. Scatter plots of observed (x-axis) vs. forecasted (y-axis) values at different measurement 
stations (rows 1 to 3) and for different forecast horizons (columns 1 to 3). The correlation between 
observed and simulated values is shown in the upper left corner of each plot. 

 
To illustrate this influence, Figure 5 compares in-sewer forecasts and observations for different 
forecast horizons at the 3 locations shown in Figure 3. Only periods where the observations 
exceeded the dry weather peak were considered in this analysis. From the figure, it can be clearly 
seen that the forecast provides valuable information at the locations with bigger subcatchments 
(STG, Kalvebod) for a horizon of one hour into the future and also on a longer horizon of 4 hours 
some information can still be gained.  
 
For the location with a very small subcatchment (VVG), the simulation results correspond very well 
to the observations during the hotstart simulations (forecast horizon 0 hours), while the correlation 
between forecasts and observations has already decreased to 0 for a forecast horizon of one hour. 
This illustrates that it is still difficult for the NWP to forecast rainfall correctly on very small spatial 
and temporal scales, while such problems have less influence for larger subcatchments due to the 
reaction time of the catchment and because spatial errors in the rainfall forecast are averaged. 
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Online Operation 
SURFF has been tested in online operation for approximately one year. Simulations are executed on 
a standard PC and a coupled 1D-2D simulation over 6 hours for a catchment of 22km2 runs for 
approximately 20 minutes. Experience from the test implementation shows that it was a major 
challenge to ensure that data from the SCADA system and numerical weather forecasts are 
provided in a reliable manner. On the other hand, the hydraulic simulations were reliable, with 
failures occurring in approximately 1 % of the cases. 

CONCLUSIONS 
We have developed a system for online urban flood forecasting (SURFF) based on coupled 1D-2D 
hydraulic simulations and NWP. After approximately one year of test operation online, we can 
conclude that such a system can be implemented in full scale with sufficient robustness of the 
hydraulic simulations and acceptable simulation times of approximately 20 min for forecast 
horizons of 6 hours. Forecasts are best on short horizons, while results for longer forecast horizons 
up to 6 hours are affected by the uncertainty of rainfall forecasts. Today, SURFF provides operators 
with simulation-based information about flood risk as well as the current status of the sewer 
network. Current developments focus on improving the reliability of data connections, as well as 
the accuracy of the rainfall forecasts. This involves improvements in the numerical weather model 
as well as the direct application of radar rainfall forecasts as input to the hydraulic simulation. 
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